Curriculum Newsletter
Summer Term 2022 – Reception

Once upon a time
This half term is all about fairy tales, adventures and what makes a good character. The children
in Hedgehog Class will be exploring different characters, creating some of their own, and they will
even be writing their own stories. We will be using our imagination in every lesson, taking time
to listen to each other’s ideas and develop our own opinions.

Reading
At Umberleigh we are passionate about inspiring a love for reading
and all forms of learning, especially in this precious first year of
education.
Our class reading texts this term include: Cinderella, Jack and the
beans stalk, Snow White, The Billy Goats’ Gruff, Peter Pan and The
Three Little Pigs. Each week in reception will be themed around a
class text, with circle time and afternoon sessions linked to that
particular story.
Both of the phonics groups are now on Set 2 sounds and the Green
Books in our RWI programme. We are really proud of the progress
and dedication shown by the children to improve their reading.
Maths (White Rose)
We will be looking at numbers to 20 (and beyond!) this half
term, exploring patterns when we count and practicing our
addition skills. There will also be opportunities for the children
to notice and explain differences in shape, quantity and
appearance with different objects.
The maths lessons are fun and interactive, with play-based
activities around the class to access.

Music
Our music lessons with Mrs Brayley will continue on Fridays with the Squirrel class. There will be a
focus on percussion and drumming in these sessions, working on rhythm and following the leader.

Understanding the world
Some of the questions that we will be exploring are: What helps us to grow? What makes a good
or bad character? Are there things that we can learn through our fairy tale stories?
As we enter the summer term, the children in Hedgehog class will continue to develop their
knowledge of the seasons and the local world around us. We will be learning about the animals
that appear in our fairy tale stories and the concept of reality.
Personal, social, and emotional
Our PSHE lessons are designed to give the children in
reception time to stop and think about our behaviour,
our actions and our responsibilities.
Personal, social and emotional needs are met
throughout all of the lessons in reception, but our Jigsaw
Programme for PSHE this summer term will specifically
focus on Relationships, Making Friends and Bullying.

Expressive Art and Design
In our art lessons this half term, we are sketching and experimenting
with textiles. Over the next couple of weeks, we will be making our
own puppets to be used in role play and sketching fairy tale places.
These two art topics will encourage the children to use careful hands
when creating textiles and how to take our time when sketching,
learning how to notice and include detail in our work.
The children have already started drawing fairy tale settings to
accompany their character descriptions.

Religious Education
In RE this term, we are considering the question What is the ‘good news’ Christians say Jesus
brings? We will be hearing ‘good news’ stories from the Bible, what these mean to Christians and
recognising how Jesus gives instructions to people about how to behave including saying thank
you.
We will consider if these ideas matter to anyone other than Christians. After half term, we will be
learning about special times and stories and why they are important.

Physical Education
In P.E. this half term, the children in reception will be developing their cricket skills and learn
target-based games with Miss Short and Miss Taylor. Throwing, catching, running and relay are just
a few of the many skills that they will be practicing. Forest School will continue with Mr Brayley on
a Thursday and the class are excited to see how their new sunflower seeds begin to grow…
Team attitudes are important for every successful P.E. lesson and already we have seen wonderful
progress in the way children speak to each other when playing games in Hedgehog class.

This summer term, we are particularly focusing on being kind with our words and how we can wait to
speak so that everyone feels heard. To help with knowledge and understanding this term in reception,
we have suggested a few different activities that you might like to try at home.
•
•
•

•

Please continue to read at home with your children, both books for leisure and the books
provided by the school, to ensure that they keep making steady progress.
Taking time to play sports with your children outside of school will help develop their P.E.
interests and encourage staying healthy.
You could practice observational drawings on the weekends, choosing something to focus
on and both completing a sketch. This is a lovely way to spend 1:1 time and give praise that
will help the children feel proud of their work.
Can you design a fairy tale setting using art materials? Think about what makes your fairy
tale place magical or unrealistic. I wonder if any unusual creatures live there…

